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Letter to shareholders
Dear Shareholders, Colleagues and Customers
It is a pleasure to present the 2017 Annual Report, which
comes packed with fascinating insights into our broad spectrum of activities. Besides the financial report and the review
of the year's successes, we also look ahead to the financial
year 2018, in which we celebrate our 85th anniversary.
Into the future with a clear mission and vision
HOLINGER is a leading, independent engineering and services
company and stands for quality, professional services and outstanding results. HOLINGER is committed to our environment,
waters and ecosystems as well as intact water and wastewater
infrastructures in Switzerland, Europe and worldwide.
We provide customer-focused engineering services from a single source throughout the lifecycle of technical equipment and
facilities – from project development through planning and
implementation to long-term assistance, support and management. With creativity and innovation, we want to help our
customers achieve their goals today and in future.
The HOLINGER Group provides highly qualified services. With
creative ideas and proven expertise, our motivated employees
work with our customers to develop innovative, environmentally-friendly and resource-saving, long-term solutions. Thus,
we are shaping the future together.
With the goal of creating real added value for our customers,
we want to help them reach their goals in a comprehensive
and sustainable manner. We measure ourselves against the
best, and our aim is to always be a step ahead in terms of our
competence and strategies.
Our success depends on our employees: as the shareholders
who own all HOLINGER’s share capital, they participate directly
in the success and growth of the company.
We will continue to be successful if each individual contributes
their skills and constantly develops them in the interests of the
company. Although we are not a family business in the true
sense of the word, HOLINGER is actually one big family and
we care for one another through good and the bad times. We
cultivate relationships that are open and fair and characterized
by appreciation and mutual understanding.
Total sales rise to over 50 million francs
With total assets of CHF 33.9 million and equity of around
CHF 10 million, the HOLINGER Group has a very solid balance
sheet structure.
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In the 2017 financial year, our sales passed the CHF 50 million
threshold for the first time. This corresponds to an increase in
sales of around CHF 3.3 million compared to the previous year.
The foreign share of own services of the HOLINGER Group
grew in 2017 to 16.9 %.
Also in the report year, HOLINGER achieved an operating cash
flow of CHF 2.99 million and year profit of CHF 1.6 million,
thus reaching the impressive level of the previous year.

“Once again, in a challenging
environment, HOLINGER
was able to stay strong and
reach our goals: we were able to
increase our revenues, profits
and employee count.”
Long-term worklist increased to CHF 39.2 million
The order situation continues to look good. The project pipeline is well filled, with a worklist covering 11.3 months, which
is up by (+4 %) to CHF 1.6 million compared to the beginning
of the year. Incoming orders for own services amounted to
CHF 40.9 million in 2017.
29 new jobs created
The number of employees of the HOLINGER Group continued to increase, and rose to around 400 at the end of 2017
(+6 %). This meant another 29 highly qualified employees
were integrated into our company.
Leading with technical expertise and kindness
HOLINGER is an employer with a heart. For us, professional
brilliance goes hand in hand with mutual trust, respect and
helpfulness.
We appreciate every single employee as an individual and take
into consideration their personal backgrounds, strengths and
weaknesses – at HOLINGER, everyone can develop personally.
We treat our employees with fairness and honesty. Collaboration at HOLINGER means trusting one another – with us, the
human being always comes first.
Our employees, representing 16 professional categories and
16 nationalities, give their best every day. 28 % of our employ-

NEW REPLACEMENT WWTP VIDY
Lausanne – The construction work for the
renewal and expansion of the Vidy WWTP
started in 2015. By mid-2018, the first structures, mechanical cleaning, physical-chemical
pre-treatment and sludge treatment will be
completed and we expect them all to be
operational by 2019. This will be followed by
the decommissioning of the existing WWTP
and the construction and commissioning
of the biofiltration and micro-contaminant
treatment facilities that are expected to be
completed by 2022.
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ees are women, 31 % of employees work part-time, and the
average age is 39 years.
Employee participation and development of
HOLINGER shares
The total number of shareholders grew by 8 % in 2017 and
currently comprises 109 employees.
It is part of our corporate philosophy that all employees can
participate in the company's success and have a say in the
development of HOLINGER as a shareholder. The Board of
Directors and the Executive Board have always aimed to make
HOLINGER both a lucrative investment and an attractive employer, where employees can grow and share in the opportunities and responsibilities of company ownership.
Accordingly, at the Annual General Meeting of 4th June 2018,
we proposed a regular dividend of 45 rappens per registered
share with a nominal value of 20 rappens and CHF 4.50
per registered share with a nominal value of CHF 2.00. This
corresponds to a profit distribution of CHF 855,000. We are
thus sticking to our long-term, reliable and attractive dividend
policy.
The net return per share is 9.7 % compared to 9.1 % in the
previous year. The value of the shares increased by CHF 4.62
to CHF 46.20 (+5.4 %). In addition, the Board of Directors has
approved the payment to the employees of a one-off bonus
totalling CHF 250,000.
Further education
HOLINGER is committed to its corporate and social responsibility. With the HOLINGER Academy, we promote the education and training of our employees and apprentices. We offer
young people important career prospects; with more than
20 apprentices, we have an attractive pool of talented next
generation specialists.
In 2017, some CHF 2.1 million (+23.4 %) and 16,475 hours
were invested in continuing education. Thus, HOLINGER offers
its employees real opportunities for long-term self-development within the company.
HOLINGER is developing in a demanding
environment
In the past financial year, we have achieved a great deal and
tackled new challenges that will determine the development
of HOLINGER in the coming years. Thanks to investment and
organic growth, we were able to expand our value chain and
make significant progress in strengthening our core business
and services.
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Our investments amounted to CHF 3.5 million (+129.8 %).
Approximately CHF 2.5 million was spent on the renovation
of our property at 5 Galmsstrasse in Liestal. The building was
expanded, fitted out and given an energy upgrade.
HOLINGER has a good forward-looking position in its core markets, it is solidly funded and focused on sustainable success.
The direction is clear, the ownership culture is growing, and we
have every reason to look to the future with confidence.

“Our key strategic areas
are water and the
environment.”
A sharper corporate strategy for
sustainable growth
In 2017, the Board of Directors reviewed the overall strategic
direction of the HOLINGER Group and sharpened it where
necessary. The direction was specifically adapted or redefined
in individual areas. The goal is to position our company and
services in the coming years in such a way that we meet
customer and market expectations for a leading international
service provider in the water and environmental sector.
We focus on our customers’ objectives. What is important for
them is also important to us. Therefore, we take the time to
understand their ideas and expectations, to talk to our customers personally and to work together intensively. We do not
provide copy-paste solutions, but develop custom solutions
and offer a tailor-made service based on expert knowledge,
patience and technology.
We focus on two key strategic areas: water and the environment. These include all areas of urban water management, urban and municipal civil engineering and the entire water cycle
– from groundwater protection to drinking water production,
water supply, urban drainage and wastewater treatment. We
are also involved in the areas of natural waters and protection
against natural hazards.
Thanks to our decentralized structure, we are close to our
customers and thus able to offer comprehensive services from
a single source. We want to further develop the HOLINGER
brand, strengthen our core competencies and market access
on a national and international level, generate sustainable,
profitable growth and continue to be an attractive employer
and partner for our customers.

HIGH WATER PROTECTION FOR THE
MEILEN VILLAGE STREAM
The village stream in Meilen was floodproofed. The beds were upgraded, stretches
of the banks were renewed and underpinned.
In addition, network sensors have now been
installed over the the entire length of the
stream. While there was limited space for
renaturation in the lower section, a versatile
and dynamic bed structure was realized in
the upper part. The new outflow measuring
station and a new communal space by the
stream have added further value.
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Innovation and development
Our future depends on innovation. Whenever we develop new
solutions, we have the opportunity to implement innovative
technologies that improve performance, increase environmental compatibility and add more value for the customer. This
enables HOLINGER to differentiate itself from its competitors.
In addition, innovation contributes to growth and is an important prerequisite for achieving our business goals.
Developing excellent ideas and solutions for both internal and
external application, and offering new products and services
to our customers is one of the central management tasks. In
order to achieve our long-term market position and growth
and development goals, we intend to reserve 8 to 12 % of
the HOLINGER Group's current cash flow of CHF 3 million for
research and development of new products and services.
Digitization – new growth opportunities
Planning and construction, as well as industrial production
will inevitably have to change in the future. Resource shortages, global warming, clean air and clean water and increasing
urbanization are challenges and opportunities that we have
to face.
Obviously, as a group, we are investing in new digital opportunities and technologies. HOLINGER will make substantial
investments in the implementation of its digitization strategy
over the next few years.
We want to further expand our competences in Building Information Modeling (BIM). Our BIM designers are already used to
processing and cleaning collected data and transferring it into
an object-based 3D model where information is stored. We
will continue to develop our know-how in this area, consolidating our position as the leading digital engineering company
for water and the environment. Intelligent digital solutions enable HOLINGER to strengthen customer loyalty and to operate
and maintain internet-enabled systems in a progressive manner. In addition, they provide insights for the further optimization of system design and for the development of new digital
offers.
Over the next three years, we will invest around CHF 6 – 7 million in digital development, in the quality of our engineering
services and in organic growth.
Market Outlook
The Swiss engineering services market will remain strong. As
the population continues to grow, infrastructure facilities in
Switzerland will have to be expanded. The need for investment
is therefore strong and even increasing.
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We expect further moderate growth in 2018, despite a geopolitically unstable and uncertain environment. We assume that the
market will continue to become increasingly international, the
complexity of projects will increase and more multidisciplinary
solutions will be required. Greater consolidation will be seen in
the Swiss market. Public spenders will seek further savings. Our
assessment is that the cost pressure and competition will hardly
fall. At the same time, the project demands are increasing as are
the professional competences and reference requirements.
Further pressure on the market is coming from utilities based
out of protected markets that have substantial financial backing and from large foreign engineering companies that are
pushing into the Swiss services market. Nonetheless, we are
confident that HOLINGER will be able to continue to successfully assert itself in the market. But we will have to make an
effort – each and every one of us!
In implementing our international strategy, our subsidiaries in
Germany and Luxembourg play a central role. For this reason,
we will intensify the transfer of know-how and cooperation
within the HOLINGER Group, while also expanding our competences and capacities. Accordingly, we will make even better
use of the synergies and location advantages within the Group
and intensify our acquisitions in strategic areas.

“In a dynamic environment
with constantly changing
framework conditions, innovation is a fundamental
prerequisite for longterm success.”
Sustainability integral to our corporate strategy
For HOLINGER, sustainability means assuming responsibility for
society and the environment. We live this credo. This not only
means that we take our environmental responsibility regarding
climate and environmental protection or renewable energies
seriously. We also want to contribute to a stronger society by
ensuring that we are an attractive employer, that supports
a healthy work-life balance and that always engages in fair
partnerships.
For our customers, this means we develop solutions that successfully blend economic and environmental goals.
For HOLINGER, this means we are building on our proven
financial track record and securing our future by focusing on

the long-term growth of the company and growth opportunities for our employees.
Finally, HOLINGER and its employees have been involved in
child relief organizations, project sponsorship and disaster
relief for many years now.
Short-term corporate goals (2020)
We want to increase added value in our home market of
Switzerland and in our global target markets and continuously
strengthen our core business. This means we have to specifically supplement our services and competences in the area of
strategy.
We also intend to improve in the area of acquisitions and
customer care to optimise our regional market access. We also
want to optimise our specific costs structure and by 2020, we
intend to reduce remaining costs by at least 10 % compared
to 2017.

Heartfelt thanks
A big thank you to our customers: the trust that you place
in us gives us new motivation and strength every day. For that
we thank you. We are making every effort to be a competent,
trustworthy and reliable partner and to create added value
for you through excellent service and consistent customer
orientation.
A big thank you goes to our employees. You have significantly
shaped our success. Thanks to your creativity, your passion,
your commitment, your knowledge and your ideas you have
helped HOLINGER to offer the best in every project and every
task.

Liestal, April 2018
With kind regards

Furthermore, we are working to make our internal processes
and regulations more meaningful and leaner, in order to give
the business units more freedom for entrepreneurial activity
and for working with customers. We are improving our project
and order management and ensuring high quality through
efficient processes.
Long-term corporate goals (2025)
We want to further expand our strong presence in Switzerland and, above all, strengthen it in subregions. Our goal is to
be number one in the water sector and to be among the top
three in other strategic areas.

Dr. Uwe Sollfrank
Chairman of the
Board of

Peter Rudin
Chairman of the
Executive Board

We want to significantly increase our ability to work abroad,
with a focus on Germany and Luxembourg, the markets on
our doorstep.
Our aim is to continue to make the employee participation
program attractive, to keep the share price stable and to offer
our shareholders an excellent dividend over the long term. We
want the shareholder base to be significantly broadened over
the next few years and we want to increase bonding with the
company.
With our long-term development plan, we aim to increase
sales to more than CHF 60 million by 2025 and to generate
profits of more than CHF 5 million. But this depends on us
being able to build up the necessary human resources by finding qualified and motivated engineers, experts, specialists and
professionals. We expect disproportionate personnel growth at
our foreign locations.
Annual Report
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INVESTMENTS
With its subsidiaries, the HOLINGER Group offers
specialized expertise. The whole group benefits
when services are offered from a single source and
our solid know-how is also in demand for international projects. These synergies need to be further
strengthened.

HOLINGER GROUP

HOLINGER AG
Switzerland

aqua-System AG
Switzerland

HOLINGER SA
Luxembourg

EnerSys Schweiz GmbH
Switzerland

HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH
Germany

ENVILAB AG
Switzerland

WETZEL + PARTNER
Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH*
Germany

IBG AG
Switzerland

HOLINGER International
Consultants GmbH
Switzerland

TK Consult AG
Switzerland

SWISSWATER GmbH*
Switzerland
* minority shareholding
Status April 2018

ENVILAB AG, ZOFINGEN
In 2017, ENVILAB increased sales by 15 % over the previous
year. The number of samples analysed has increased proportionately. The number of qualified employees has also grown.
This success is due to the high level of customer confidence
in the quality of our analytics and consulting, our strength of
innovation and our punctual deliveries.
As an accredited, independent and neutral laboratory for analysis and consulting, ENVILAB analyses different environmental
samples with state-of-the-art analysers. Our services include
tests to evaluate spring and groundwater for use as drinking
water or to review landfill leachate, industrial wastewater and
wastewater treatment plants (WWTP).
The laboratory also analyses air samples and solids such as
slag, sludge or dust from waste, excavation and soil or build10

ings. The company’s services also include testing wastewater
for micropollutants and various degradation experiments.
In 2017, we further developed the areas of degradation
experiments, the analysis of various elements, of organic
(trace) compounds and heavy metals. With a latest generation microwave device, all possible types of samples can be
disrupted and subsequently analysed. Thanks to new, modern
workplaces and mobile samplers for water, work processes
are more efficient and the customer proximity is greater. New
investments, for example, into vented laboratory hoods or in
ion chromatography and TOC analysis, allow ENVILAB to look
optimistically into 2018.
HOLINGER INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS GMBH
2017 was marked by the further development of the organization and the future orientation of the international business
area within the HOLINGER Group: The cooperation with the
subsidiary IBG was bundled and the cooperation with Swisswater strengthened, especially in the Chinese market.
Engineers from all branches brought in their know-how
in international collaborations: In Belarus, the teams have
completed two of four feasibility studies on wastewater and
sludge disposal funded by the World Bank. The SECO-funded
water supply project in Uzbekistan is nearing completion. The
follow-up project, a funding program to strengthen project
promoters, will start at the beginning of 2018. Significant
progress was made in 2017 in three other projects in Central
Asia – in Kant, Bishkek and Khujand. Here, HOLINGER supports
the execution of investment projects in the water supply and
sewage sector. In Macedonia, the newly constructed wastewater treatment plant in Gevgelija opened in 2017 and SECO's
wastewater project in Vietnam achieved significant progress
in 2017: the roadmap for pricing and phased introduction of
sanitation fees has been finalized and approved by the steering committee of the provincial government. In Vietnam, at
the end of the year, the local partners awarded the contracts
for the shell construction work on the new wastewater treatment plant. On behalf of the German Association for International Cooperation (GIZ), HOLINGER also carried out a study
in Ethiopia on sludge utilization in the textile industry and
tanneries. And finally, a World Bank-funded project is starting in Mauritania, where skills in industrial wastewater are
in demand.
HOLINGER INGENIEURE GMBH, GERMANY
MERKLINGEN, DRESDEN, CHEMNITZ, HOHENTENGEN AM
HOCHRHEIN AND TRIER
It was all about growth for HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH in
2017. Driven by political and economic responses to environ-

“During my studies I discovered the joy
of numerical modeling. I can now use
this knowledge in my work, while at the
same time assuming responsibility for
the environment.”
Ramona Nüssli, Environmental Engineer
TK CONSULT AG, Zurich
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WATER TRANSPORT SYSTEM OVER
85 KILOMETERS
Saudi Arabia – The infrastructure company IBG has been awarded a contract
by a Saudi general contractor to plan
the execution of the Line B water transport system between Shoaiba and Mina.
The system doubles the drinking water
transport capacity from the Shoaiba Red
Sea desalination plant to the holy city of
Mecca, 85 km away. The implementation planning had to be completed under
heavy time pressure before Christmas
2017, so that the construction work
could start quickly.
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mental issues, there is an increasing demand for high-level engineering services in public procurement processes – especially
in the field of advanced wastewater treatment.

see a further strengthening of purposeful cooperation and the
exploitation of synergies like this within the Group. Thanks to
the high capacity utilisation, IBG was able to expand the team.

Many new clients were convinced by the HOLINGER brand.
The main arguments in our favour centre around our onestop shop offer for all services necessary for successful project
realization, and the availablility of proven planning teams with
experience and highest level know-how. Thus, it has been possible to win the orders for the new construction of the fourth
purification stage at the Eriskirch wastewater treatment plant
(ozonation) and the Tübingen sewage treatment plant (ozonation, sand filtration, and elimination of phosphorus). For both
systems, the design planning was presented in 2017 and the
green light was given for the next phases.

SWISSWATER GMBH, ZURICH
SWISSWATER GmbH can once again look back on a very successful year in China. In Nanchang City, Jiangxi Province, on
behalf of the city government, we supported the local design
institute in the planning of sewerage and special structures.
The result was the first mixed water basin in the city. Several
projects were launched in the city of Jinan, Shandong Province:
the expansion of two wastewater treatment plants, a project
to protect two drinking water reservoirs from wastewater and
the modeling of groundwater flowing under the city, which is
being implemented in cooperation with TK Consult. Another
sewer planning project was launched in Weinig, Guizhou Province. The city is located on the Cao Hai Lake, which must be
specially protected as a national bird sanctuary. Representatives
of SWISSWATER were also invited as speakers to conferences
in Jinan and Kunming.

HOLINGER Ingenieure has also developed their specialist division for drinking water treatment. The "Wasserwerk Mörscher
Wald" project of Stadtwerke Karlsruhe GmbH, for example,
has already entered the bidding phase, which is to be completed in the spring of 2018 with a groundbreaking ceremony.
The client’s demands included the requirement to use 3D-CAD
and 3D-visualization in the planning and to utilise BIM in the
project process. This allowed the design team to prove and
hone their skills in these cutting-edge fields.
In 2017, we saw the tide finally turn in the construction sector,
as construction capacities began to fall with the associated
impact on prices. This trend should be taken into account in
future cost estimates and forecasts. In addition, the high demand will also have an impact on project fees and somewhat
alleviate the cost pressure of recent years. We can only hope
that these developments will also help to increase respect for
the engineering profession so that it is valued accordingly in
our modern society.

TK CONSULT AG, ZURICH
Since 2016, TK Consult AG has been part of the HOLINGER
Group. The company’s core competencies are numerical
flows and transport calculations in the areas of surface water,
groundwater and geothermal energy. With 3D CFD simulations, complex questions from the fields of wastewater,
hydraulic engineering and urban drainage can be answered.
In addition, the company develops individual software solutions and automates project workflows. Thanks to close
contact with universities, methods are constantly updated to
reflect the current state of research. After many joint projects
in 2017, TK Consult intends to use more synergies within
the HOLINGER Group in the next few years and to further
strengthen cooperation.

IBG AG, VOLKETSWIL
IBG AG further expanded its market position for worldwide
engineering services with a focus on water supply. Saudi
Arabia continues to be our main market. There, IBG won
the contracts for the implementation planning of two major
projects. Both projects,"Shoiba Line B" and "Makkah-Taif Strategic Reservoirs", are water transportation systems that route
water from desalination plants to cities over long distances via
temporary storage and pumping stations along the way. For
two large Saudi Arabian cities, we measured their "non-revenue water” volumes: i.e. we made assessments of how much
water is being lost on the way to the customer. In West Africa,
we are working on a number of drinking water projects. IBG
also provides its know-how within the HOLINGER Group, for
example in the "Mörscher Wald" project. We would like to
Annual Report
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Development of the business areas
HOLINGER’s core competences are water-related engineering services. Our other business areas are also
well-established contributing to the good overall
financial results, either on their own initiative or as
support for projects in other areas. Thanks to interdisciplinary cooperation, HOLINGER is able to offer
one stop solutions that provide real added value to
customers.

the new SWA rainwater directive. The trend towards interdisciplinary projects, where great expertise and innovative solutions
are required, has also intensified.

WATER SUPPLY
With an own services contribution of just under CHF 5 million,
the water supply business area continued their strong performance of the previous year. The share of total own services
was around 15 % and new orders amounted to CHF 5.8 million. Thanks to the solid order situation and great potential in
the domestic and international target markets, the business
trend for 2018 is also positive.

In addition to providing advice to wastewater treatment
plant (WWTP) operators and optimizing existing facilities,
our services include, in particular, the planning, implementation and commissioning of new WWTPs, as well as expansion
and renovation jobs. In addition, we pilot new applications
of wastewater technology and develop solutions to complex
issues. A special feature is that HOLINGER manages a WWTP
with its own operating staff in the Solothurn area on behalf
of utility associations.

The range of services covers all areas of public and private
water supply – from spring water collection, through pumping,
storage and pipeline construction to drinking water treatment. In 2017, the business was intensively occupied with
the implementation of the new SGWA (Swiss Gas and Water
Industry Association’s) guidelines for good procedural practice
(GPP guideline W12). This describes self-regulation in drinking
water supplies, that are subject to food laws. It also forms the
basis for the risk-based SGWA quality assurance system. From
the earliest planning stages, it is important to make sure that
water supply companies are able to expediently and cost-effectively meet the legal quality requirements during operation. We
intend to introduce this know-how even more consistently in
all projects in 2018.
URBAN DRAINAGE
The Urban Drainage business area grew by almost 10 %
compared to the previous year and so was able to contribute
CHF 7.1 million to our income from own services.
Our service portfolio ranges from strategic planning, such as
general drainage plans, to financial planning and fee consulting, to the design of structures and drain systems for contaminated, rain and surface water in urban areas. State-of-the-art
holistic water protection is the ultimate goal that we try to
guarantee.
For wastewater associations, the topic of joint/integrated control is becoming increasingly important. Vital foundations were
laid in this area, which we now need to implement. Digitalisation is also on the rise in urban drainage. The industry associations have taken the first steps, such as the development of
data models. In addition, the team is required to implement
14

WASTEWATER
Wastewater is one of HOLINGER’s main business areas. We
were able to sustain the order volume and the revenue from
own services rendered at a high level.

Another focus is the elimination of micro pollutants, e.g.
for WWTPs in Altenrhein, Zurich-Werdhölzli, Tübingen and
Eriskirch. In addition to the large-scale projects of Basel WWTP
and Beggen and Mamer WWTPs in Luxembourg, various
other projects are being worked on, for example the Seeland
South WWTP and the Collombeyle-Grand WWTP. We are also
seeing a greater focus on sludge utilization with subsequent
CHP combustion of the biogas or its treatment and delivery to
the gas network. The denitrification of sewage also remains
important.
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
In 2017, our Hydraulic Engineering department was occupied with multi-faceted flood protection and natural hazard
projects, from strategic planning to concrete implementation.
Hydraulic engineering is extremely demanding due to the
various interests and depends on interdisciplinary cooperation.
HOLINGER meets this requirement with cross-functional project
teams and a broad network.
In addition to the traditional issues of water and river engineering, the department is currently working on development
projects in the areas of risk management, precipitation run-off
modeling, surface run-off, restoration of the river bed load
regime, mapping of hazard protection structures and aquatic
areas.
CONSTRUCTION
There is an increasing demand in all regions for general civil
engineering and structural design services for both engineering structures and buildings. Examples of our diverse portfolio
of projects include: the earthquake review of road bridges in

REHABILITATION GROUNDWATER
PUMP STATION
Adliswil – The 75-year-old groundwater pumping station Soodmatte, which
provides up to 60 % of the drinking
water needs in Adliswil, was facing some
ageing issues. HOLINGER planned and led
the renovation project, which preserves
the building substance, optimises the use
of space, safeguards the stability of the
well and renews the infrastructure. The
commissioning took place in spring 2017.
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the canton of Schwyz, new salt silos for the FEDRO workyards
in the Bernese Oberland, and the "Zahnradfabrik" residential
complex in Rheinfelden. We also won the planning pitch for a
school building in Herrenschwanden, and provided structural
engineering support for a variety of wastewater treatment and
water supply projects. Thus, the department was able to significantly increase its own services contribution. Order intake
has again increased by 5 %.
With the increasing adoption of BIM, the digitization of the
field of planning is progressing. HOLINGER’s construction specialists are ready to meet these new requirements.
ENVIRONMENT
In 2017, the topic of "pollutants" was centre stage for our
Environmental specialists. Examples are remediation of firing
ranges and production sites or asbestos removal from buildings. Numerous other projects, for example in the areas of
environmental compatibility or waste, contributed significantly to the good overall result. The inclusion of expertise in
projects of other disciplines was also important. For example,
the environmental team worked on the Basel WWTP project,
dealing with excavation, contamination and construction
site logistics. They also compiled the environmental impact
report. The range of services is constantly being expanded,
both professionally and geographically. The department now
offers pedological construction supervision and sustainability
consulting.

GEOLOGY
In 2017, we worked on numerous questions of geology, hydrogeology and geotechnical engineering, with the result that
revenue from own services remained stable.
The business area contributed its expertise to numerous projects in the areas of natural hazard and groundwater protection, boreholes for heat exchangers or groundwater wells, as
well as in demanding construction and in special civil engineering projects. Our experts provided targeted geological and
hydrogeological investigations, as well as competent and tailormade geotechnical solutions, thus contributing to successful
practical implementations.
INDUSTRY
The imposition of higher performance standards and effluent
standards, rising sewage charges and operational problems
were the catalyst for many projects in 2017. Energetic considerations are becoming increasingly important, which is why
there is an increasing need for anaerobic treatment methods
to be piloted or tested. In addition, exhaust air treatment is
becoming more and more of an issue.
From paper, food and flavour production, to the chemical
industry or biotechnology companies, the wastewater to be
treated varies considerably. Because we have the facilities to
conduct our own laboratory tests, HOLINGER can develop
tailor-made industrial wastewater processes and test their effectiveness on a laboratory scale.

Own contribution by business areas

Remaining 5 %
Environment 7 %
Construction 12 %
Hydraulic Engineering 9 %

16

Water Supply 15 %
Urban Drainage 18 %
Wastewater 34 %

“I like the diversity of
projects in the different business
areas and the good collaboration
within the team.”
Kim Gisler,
Third-year Apprentice, Federal Certified Draftsman
HOLINGER AG, Baden
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Project Insights Switzerland
From bridge construction, to rehabilitation of WWTPs and the
construction of drinking water collectors, to site drainage or flood
protection with renaturation – HOLINGER's range of projects is very
broad. The following examples provide an insight into the 1,650
projects implemented by around 400 employees in 2017.

ROTZWINKEL WWTP: REFURBISHMENT IN FOUR STAGES
Stans/Stansstad (NW) – The Rotz-Winkel
WWTP was renovated in four stages and
expanded to a 37,000 population equivalent capacity. The heart of the system
is the new biological purification stage
based on the SBR process (sequencing batch reactor) with three reactors.
HOLINGER was in charge of the concept
study from the preliminary project up to
the choice of the general planner, and
accompanied the implementation up to
the commissioning as well as the followup as a building consultant.

GDP BERN CITY
Bern – Since 2014, HOLINGER has been
developing the General Drainage Plan
(GDP) for the Civil Engineering Department of the City of Bern. Work on the
drainage concept started at the end of
2017. A hydraulic calculation model
will be used to investigate how well the
wastewater systems work with almost
300 km of public pipelines and over
500 special structures. Based on the
deficits that are identified, the wastewater network will be optimised in
the model and measures for optimised
operation will be derived.

LANDSLIDES IN THE THUN AREA
Heiligenschwendi/Eriz (BE) – The Whitsun
weekend of 2017 was marked by heavy
rainfall in the Thun region. As a result,
several steep slopes became unstable
and the loose rock cover slipped on the
molasse base. The cantonal road was
also affected in several places. On behalf
of the Civil Engineering Office of the
canton of Berne and private individuals, the danger situation was assessed,
immediate measures were defined and
remedial measures planned.

WIR-BANK HQ CONVERSION
Basel – The WIR-Bank is renovating its
headquarters. The office building at
6 Rümelinbachweg, and a neighbouring
building that will be used for apartments
and offices, will undergo an architectural
upgrade and be fortified against earthquakes. In addition, they will be connected to a building across the street with
a steel passerelle. We are professionally
managing the work and are responsible
for statics and construction supervision.
The project started in autumn 2015 and
is expected to be completed by 2018.

TROUBLESHOOTING IN THE BURE
PARADE GROUND BUILDINGS
Bure (JU) – Since 2010, in close cooperation with Armasuisse, pollutants have
been removed in stages from the buildings of Bure’s parade ground. HOLINGER
was responsible for all the work stages
– from taking stock of the situation, to
working out the remediation concept,
to carrying out the public submissions
and providing technical support for the
remedial measures. By March 2018, the
fourth of probably five stages will be
completed.

GROSSHOLZ WATER RESERVOIR
Wileroltigen – Since June 2017, Grosses
Moos has had a new water reservoir
that replaces three almost 100-year-old
reservoirs. Two tanks collect together
up to 1,200 m3 of groundwater, which
is pumped via a new pipeline to the
highest point in the area. Thus, the
new reservoir supplies four associated
municipalities.
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“In my capacity as site manager,
I can optimally use my strengths
in organization, teamwork and
networked thinking.”
Manuela Säuberli, Site Manager
HOLINGER AG, Baden
Annual Report
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STAINLESS STEEL FOR TWO
WATER CHAMBERS
Laufen (BL) – In the Fluh reservoir, the
two water chambers were renovated
and their capacity increased to a total
of 700 m3. The evaluation of different
lining systems showed that the stainless
steel option is economically interesting because of its longevity compared
to established linings. It is a hygienic,
easy-care solution that offers operative
advantages and ensures better water
quality. In cases of corrosive waters and
leaky buildings, a stainless steel lining
has additional advantages.
20

HAGENHOLZ CHP PLANT SITE
DRAINAGE
Zurich – The Hagenholz waste incineration plant has large traffic areas that
are mostly sealed and used intensively.
The heavily polluted wastewater must
be treated before it is discharged into
the Glatt river. For this purpose, a street
wastewater treatment plant with a
sedimentation tank and sand filtration is
being planned, which also provides sufficient water volume for fire fighting in a
full-blown disaster. HOLINGER prepared
the construction project in 2017, and
the realisation will follow in 2018/2019.

REHABILITATION OF HISTORIC
WALL AT SCHLOSSBERG
Thun – In the context of planned upkeep, the historic walls on Schlossberg in
the Burgitor area were examined. There
was visible structural damage to the
masonry, the roof and the wall topping.
The renovation of the walls was closely
accompanied by the archaeological
service of the canton. In addition to wall
renewal in specific areas, roots were removed, the masonry cover was renewed
and, in certain areas, a new historical
plaster with white lime was applied.

COMPACT ULTRAFILTRATION
SYSTEM
Jonental/Baderüti – The Jonental spring
waterworks mixes water from the Jonental and Baderüti springs. HOLINGER
was looking for a cost-effective solution
to handle the different spring water
qualities, to use as much spring water as
possible and to guarantee the high quality of the drinking water produced. In
a feasibility study, the choice fell on an
ultrafiltration plant without permanent
chemical backwashing, partly because
there is no wastewater drainage system
in the vicinity.

PLANNING APPLICATION FOR
LA VERNA WWTP
Ecublens (FR) – The capacity of La Verna
WWTP needs to be increased to cater
for 48,000 residents and a stage for the
elimination of micro-pollutants added. In
2012, HOLINGER was commissioned by
the Intercantonal Association to conduct
the feasibility study, which was followed
by the pre-construction and construction project. The planning application
was submitted at the end of 2017. As of
2018, HOLINGER will be responsible for
the overall project management of the
capacity extension with a total investment of around CHF 25 million.

SUPPORT FOR THE
THIRD RHONE CORRECTION
Sion (VS) – The priority sections of
the third Rhone Correction are being
realised between 2008 and 2020.
HOLINGER is providing technical and
administrative support to the Cantonal Office for Rhone Hydraulic Engineering as an external consultant on
the topics of quality management
and controlling.

REMEDIATION OF A RIFLE RANGE
Vitznau – When rifle ranges are closed,
the back stops usually need environmental remediation. The lead and antimony
contaminated earth has to be removed
and treated in soil wash or landfill. At
the firing range in Vitznau, HOLINGER
determined the degree of contamination
and accompanied the excavation work,
to minimise the quantity of material
removed. The major challenges were
the location of the back stop on a steep
slope and the difficulty of sampling the
stony ground.
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REVITALIZATION VORDERE
FRENKE
Niederdorf/Bubendorf – The Vodere
Frenke river has been upgraded ecologically: Artificial banks were removed,
waterfalls were replaced by block ramps,
structuring measures were implemented in the riverbed and the river was
widened in one area. In the drinking
water protection zones, special sealing
of the riverbed was sometimes necessary to avoid affecting the groundwater.
HOLINGER supported the Baselland Civil
Engineering Office in the planning and
implementation of the measures.

REMOVAL AND RENOVATION
WASSERSCHLOSS WWTP
Windisch (AG) – Wasserschloss WWTP,
which was built at the beginning of the
1960s, is facing various remediation
and maintenance measures. In addition,
because the Unterau WWTP is being
connected and the population in the
association area is increasing, the capacity needs to be increased from 35,000
to 80,000 population equivalents. The
engineering team, in which HOLINGER
is responsible for process engineering,
decided on a biofiltration approach,
due to the limited space available in the
protected floodplain area.

BUILDING TECH FOR SWISSGRID’s
“FORETAILLE” SUBSTATION
Geneva – Due to two rail projects, the
regional train from Geneva to France
and the Léman 2030 project, the power
supply needs new capacity. As part of an
engineering consortium, HOLINGER has
been commissioned to plan the construction of the new Foretaille substation
in Geneva and to supervise the construction. At the request of Swissgrid,
a functional submission was carried out
for general contractors for excavation,
structural building and interior finishing.
HOLINGER approved the execution plans
at the beginning of 2018.

KREBSBACH FLOOD PROTECTION
Wil (SG) – HOLINGER is working on
two flood protection projects at the
Krebsbach in Wil. The centrepiece is
a flood retention basin at the historic
Hofbergdamm in the centre of the city.
The dam will be renovated and fitted
with suitable functional equipment. The
upper reaches of the Krebsbach will be
expanded to cope with a 100-year flood.
The retention basin will be able to store
the majority of the flood water before it
reaches the settlement area.

ASSOCIATION GDP WANGENWIEDLISBACH WWTP
Wangen-Wiedlisbach – The municipal
wastewater and district heating association of the Wangen-Wiedlisbach
region, that lies on the southern slopes
of the Jura, commissioned HOLINGER to
develop a GDP. In the association area,
wastewater from three higher municipalities is fed into the valley. Especially
when the Aare level is high, a lot of
extra water enters the WWTP. With
hydraulic calculation models, solutions
were developed to optimise the operation of the 16 km pipes and 17 special
structures for water conservation.

DRINKING WATER PROJECTS
FOR SAGENORD AG
Yverdon-les-Bains – Sagenord AG
supplies around 40,000 residents with
water. As part of a general water plan
for Sagenord AG, HOLINGER realized
new supply pipelines and connecting pipes from three communities to
the Puits de Râpes spring, renewed
the electro-mechanical equipment of
a 15,000 m3 reservoir and built a new
pumping station.
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“Working with
building pollutants is
very varied and takes
a lot of initiative –
from consultation to
renovation.”
Reto Schibler, Scientist
HOLINGER AG, Lucerne
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“As a divisional manager,
I can channel my enthusiasm
for wastewater technology into
exciting projects and I can
also share this excitement with
my employees and customers.
Together we master every
challenge.”
Ueli Müller, Environmental Engineer
HOLINGER AG, Zurich
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DYNAMIC WASTEWATER
MANAGEMENT
Meilen – HOLINGER’s new instrument
for dynamic wastewater management
allows us to help infrastructure facilities
operate more efficiently. Meilen WWTP
wants to take advantage of this new
system, so HOLINGER has systematically
evaluated the data of the plant’s process
control system and shown how the
wastewater plants can be better coordinated. The data is entered into a model
that calculates the optimal control of
the 16 rain basins and pumping stations.
The result is entered into the process
control system and further optimised.

SIMULATION OF DRAINAGE
CAPACITY
Wohlen/Villmergen (AG) – HOLINGER
has created part of a general drainage
plan (GDP) for the catchment area of
the utility stream on the municipal area
of Wohlen and Villmergen. This should
clarify whether a new rainwater flood
protection basin is needed. The performance of the hazard protection structures was investigated with a long-term
hydrodynamic simulation. The results
show that there is enough buffer volume
in the catchment area. So a new rainwater basin is not needed.

HAZARD PROTECTION STRUCTURES FOR CANTON OBWALDEN
Sarnen (OW) – The canton of Obwalden
is establishing a management system
for its protective structures. The system
for natural hazard risk management
is intended to ensure an acceptable
risk level. Furthermore, it serves as a
planning tool to optimise the use of
funds for the management of protective
structures. Working closely with another
company, HOLINGER has developed a
management system for the structures
that also includes a protection cadastre
and data model.

REGIONALISATION OF
WASTEWATER TREATMENT
Western Switzerland – Wastewater
treatment in western Switzerland is in
transition. Instead of having numerous
small plants, which often only reduce
the organic pollutants, there is a shift towards fewer, larger and more advanced
sewage treatment plants to ensure the
removal of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and micropollutants. In the cantons
of Vaud and Freiburg, HOLINGER is
planning eight regional projects which
will, in future, process wastewater from
120 municipalities which currently have
250,000 inhabitants. The total capacity of the new projects will be 330,000
population equivalents.

REPLACING A PROCESS
WATER WELL
Schweizerhalle – To replace an existing
process water well for a chemical company, HOLINGER planned a new vertical
filter well. The well, bored 40 meters
into the rock, has a capacity of 150 l/s.
After the installation of the underwater pump with an electrical output of
just under 200 kW, the well went into
operation in spring 2017 without any
problems.

THE NEW "GRAMMET"
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
Liestal – From 2017 to 2019 a new
building called "Grammet" is being
planned and realized on a site between
Heidenlochstrasse and the river Ergolz.
The project will result in two massive
buildings with a total of 168 apartments, connected by an underground,
two-storey car park with 198 car and
422 bicycle spaces. The roofs are accessible and will to some extent replace
some of the allotments that had to give
way to the new buildings.
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WINTERTHUR HAZARD MAP
REVISION
Winterthur – In the context of the revision of the hazard map, HOLINGER reevaluated the hydrology and found that
during a flood, extensive areas are at
risk. The discharge water volumes tend
to be smaller compared to the previous
hazard map. But according to our 2D
modelling, the flow paths are much
longer, resulting in the flooding of larger
areas. The Hegmatten retention basin
significantly improves the flood situation
in the centre of Winterthur.

PILOT PROJECT FOR PROTECTION
FROM SURFACE RUNOFF
Stetten – Heavy rainfall on May 2, 2013
led to surface run-off causing losses of
several million Swiss francs in the municipality of Stetten (SH) alone. As part
of a preliminary project, HOLINGER is
developing various solutions to protect
Stetten from surface run-off. The Federal
Office for the Environment and the canton of Schaffhausen are supporting the
pilot project.

NEW SALT SILOS FOR THE
MOTORWAY WORKS YARD
Gesigen (BE) – Spontaneous subterranean sinkholes have resulted in unilateral subsidence of up to 70 mm of the
30-year-old salt silos on the Werkhof
near Spiez. The FEDRO has responded
by commissioning two new larch wood
silos, which are 23 m high and 7.9 m
wide and each hold 500 m3. They are
built on 22 m long bored piles, which
transfer the load to the solid anhydrite
rock. After five months of construction,
the salt silos were handed over to the
operator.

RISK OVERVIEW CANTON
NEUENBURG
Neuchâtel (NE) – For the whole canton,
a risk overview for water, rockfall and
landslide hazards was developed taking into account possible damage to
persons, buildings, roads, railway lines,
construction zones and crop rotation
areas. On the basis of the assessment
of the risk exposure, HOLINGER used
an index to compile a risk analysis. The
results provide the authorities who are
responsible for natural hazard planning
with a basis for making financial and
task planning decisions.

WAGNERENSTRASSE BRIDGE
Matten bei Interlaken – Just in time
for the Unspunnenfest festival, the
renovated bridge was opened to traffic on the N8. It leads to the historic
Unspunnenwiese where, in 1805, the
first festival to promote understanding
between city and rural populations was
organised – complete with a procession
of alpine farmers and shepherds, alp
horn blowing, shooting, wrestling and
stone throwing. The reinforced concrete
structure of the 50 m long girder bridge
was repaired and the sealing, covering,
curbs and vehicle restraint systems were
replaced.

DISMANTLING OF 200 TANKS
Eglisau (ZH) – The Tössriederen tank depot from the 1950s is no longer needed.
That's why Migrol decided to completely
remove the underground tanks and fully
remediate the site. HOLINGER implemented a multi-stage tendering procedure for general contracting companies
with various remediation options. With
the completion of the work, the area,
currently used for recreation, has been
upgraded sustainably and rendered free
of past hazards.
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“After the trial apprenticeship
I was sure that I wanted to do my
apprenticeship at HOLINGER.
I really appreciate being able to
take a lot of responsibility and
that working hours are flexible.”
Joël Kretz,
Second-year Apprentice,
Federal Certified Draftsman
HOLINGER AG, Zurich
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WORLDWIDE Projects review
From the Middle East, Central Asia, Africa and China to Europe –
HOLINGER services were in demand in 25 countries in 2017. Numerous projects have been implemented, most of them in the areas of
wastewater infrastructure, urban drainage and drinking water supply. Here are some brief reports of selected projects.

ENLARGEMENT FORCHHEIM WWTP
Germany – The wastewater Association
of Breisgauer Bucht is extending the
Forchheim sewage treatment plant, and
increasing the capacity of the biological
treatment stage by 50 %. The cleaning
performance of the plant, which has a
population capacity of 600,000, is thus
being significantly improved. So far,
43,000 m³ of earth have been moved
and 12,300 m³ of reinforced concrete
and 1,750 t of reinforcing steel installed.
The shell construction is completed and
the installation work will take until the
beginning of 2019. The plant is scheduled to start operation in March 2019.

URBAN DRAINAGE NEANCHANG
China – On behalf of its subsidiary
SWISSWATER, HOLINGER has provided
comprehensive consulting services on
urban drainage in the city of Nanchang
and implemented specific projects.
Within this framework, the first mixed
water basin of the city was planned and
realized. In another project, a separation system and sections of drains were
connected to the sewer system. This
also included overflow structures, which
relieve the system during rainy weather.

TREATMENT OF sewage sludge
Ethiopia – Wastewater from the textile
industry and tanneries in Addis Ababa
is being cleaned in industrial wastewater treatment plants. On behalf of
the German Society for International
Cooperation, HOLINGER investigated
the sewage sludge produced, evaluated
possible uses of biochar and examined
environmental regulations. In addition,
the technical and economic feasibility of
the hydrothermal carbonization of the
sludge and the thermal utilization of the
resulting coal was investigated.

MICROPOLLUTANT TREATMENT
IN CAZAUX
France – Comprehensive and efficient
wastewater treatment is particularly important to the Arcachon Basin Wastewater Association, as the region thrives on
both oyster farming and beach tourism.
In order to treat the wastewater of a military airport centrally, the expansion of
the Cazaux wastewater treatment plant
is planned. At the same time, micro-pollutants should be eliminated, which will
significantly improve the quality of the
purified wastewater in the future.

NEW WATER METERS FOR KANT
Kyrgyzstan – Now that HOLINGER has
completed the feasibility study, we will
be supporting the implementation of the
water and wastewater project in Kant.
Among other things, we are supporting the comprehensive installation of
remotely readable water meters. Also
the water supply system and selected
wastewater systems are being replaced
and management optimised. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the Swiss State Secretariat
for Economic Affairs are financing the
project.

PRoGRAMME OF MEASURES
TANDELERBACH
Luxembourg – The 9.2 km long Tandelerbach is ecologically in a poor condition. It needs to be upgraded in accordance with the measures of the Water
Framework Directive. Transverse structures will be dismantled, bank slopes
flattened and permeability restored.
These selective measures are intended to
considerably improve the current state
of affairs.
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WASTEWATER PROJECT IN
KHUJAND
Tajikistan – In Khujand, the secondlargest city in Tajikistan, water and
sanitation infrastructures and a dilapidated wastewater treatment plant will
be renewed to improve the water quality
in the Syrdaria River. HOLINGER and the
infrastructure planner IBG are supporting
the municipal water supply and wastewater plant operators. The European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the Swiss State Secretariat for
Economic Affairs are investing a total of
USD 8.8 million in the project, which is
currently in the preparatory phase.
Annual Report
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Organigramm
HOLINGER AG
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dr. Uwe Sollfrank (President), Charles Bélaz, Franziska Habegger,
Stephan Künzler, Daniel Lavanchy, Jürg Meyer

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Peter Rudin (CEO), Richard Brunner, Beat Gfeller,
Werner Kalunder, Stephan Künzler, Jürg Meyer, Pius Neff

FINANCE AND
CONTROLLING

HUMAN RESOURCES

QUALITYMANAGEMENT

IT

Andrea Birkhofer

Franziska Habegger

Sonja Trappe

Ismaele Giunca

TECHNOLOGY

WESTERN
SWITZERLAND

BERNE/MITTELLAND/
WALLIS

NORTHWESTERN
SWITZERLAND

WATER SUPPLY

LAUSANNE BRANCH

BERNE BRANCH

LIESTAL BRANCH

Philipp Derungs (Head)
Dr. Marc Huber

Werner Kalunder (Director)
Jürg Schweizer
Didier Rubin

Beat Gfeller (Director)
Pascal Fleury
Dr. Manfred Tschui

Richard Brunner (Director)
Dr. Michael Thomann
Martin Anderson

Werner Kalunder

Beat Gfeller

URBAN DRAINAGE

THUN BRANCH

Markus Flückiger (Head)
René Brodmann

Thomas Zürcher (Director)

WASTEWATER

GRÔNE OFFICE

OLTEN OFFICE

BASEL OFFICE
DORNACH OFFICE
FRICK OFFICE

AARGAU/CENTRAL
SWITZERLAND/TESSIN

ZURICH/EASTERN
SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL

Pius Neff

Dr. Uwe Sollfrank

BADEN BRANCH

ZURICH BRANCH

HOLINGER IC, Switzerland

Gian A. Levy (Director)

Philipp Derungs (Director)
Markus Rosenberg

Ulrich Steiner (Director)

LUCERNE BRANCH

WINTERTHUR BRANCH

Markus Flory (Director)

Dr. Roland Hollenstein (Director)
Dr. Timo Heinisch

Dr. Uwe Sollfrank
Timo Dittrich
Lutwin Gläsener

HÜNENBERG OFFICE
KÜSSNACHT OFFICE
MENDRISIO OFFICE

CHUR OFFICE
FRAUENFELD OFFICE
KÜSNACHT OFFICE

HOLINGER SA, Luxembourg

Dr. Manfred Tschui (Head)
Dr. Michael Thomann

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
Dr. Roland Hollenstein (Head)
Sandro Ritler

CONSTRUCTION
Jürg Michel (Head)
Jürg Wälti

ENVIRONMENT/GEOLOGY
Philip Küttel (Head)
Kai-Uwe Schneemann

Jürg Meyer

Status April 2018

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT TEAMS
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Richard Brunner

HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH,
Germany

Lutwin Gläsener (Director)

OZONATION PREMIERE IN CANTON
AARGAU
Reinach (AG) – The Upper Wynental WWTP
was replaced by a modern, mechanical-biological plant with deep bed filtration. For the
first time in Aargau and for the second time
in Switzerland, ozonation is being used to
eliminate micropollutants. In the first year of
operation, the system is already fulfilling the
requirements of the Water Protection Ordinance. The heat energy required in the WWTP
is extracted from the wastewater, the resulting
biogas is processed and fed into the natural
gas grid.
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Facts and figures
Holinger AG
GROWTH OF shareholders’ equity and share value
70
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Profit brought forward
Statutory reserves
Share capital
Net profit
Dividend
Share value

0

20
Share value [CHF]

2014
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2016

2017

Shareholder‘s
equity [TCHF]

The proposed dividend of CHF 4.50 and CHF 0.45 per share corresponds to a gross yield of 9.7 %.
The share value after dividend distribution amounts to CHF 46.20 and CHF 4.62, respectively.
Financial statement

15

+166,7 %
+133,3 %

10

18,6 3,2

5
HOLINGER AG
Holinger GRouP		

0
[Mio. CHF]

32

+7,9 % 9,6
+6,3 % 10,2

+5,3 % 18,0
+11,3 % 20,7

20

+11,3 % 21,6
+15,6 % 23,7

25

3,5

30

+9,9 % 31,2
+13,0 % 33,9

35

Total assets

Current assets

Investments

Capital stock

Equity capital

“Keeping IT technology
up-to-date and at the same
time providing users with
added value is a daily
challenge. It's exciting to
develop solutions that meet
all needs and address all
the dependent factors.”
Raphael Thommen, Computer Scientist
HOLINGER AG, Liestal
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Key figures

HOLINGER AG

HOLINGER Groupe

334

+13

396

+23

31.12.2017
[Mio. CHF]

Change from
previous year

31.12.2017
[Mio. CHF]

Change from
previous year

Total sales

44,0

+4,0 %

50,8

+7,0 %

Own services

39,4

+3,4 %

44,5

+4,7 %

2,7

–3,6 %

3,0

+7,1 %

Order intake

38,6

+0,5 %

43,7

+2,6 %

Order book

35,3

+4,1 %

39, 4

+4,2 %

Number of employees

Cash Flow

Holinger AG
Employee figures

2017

Number of employees			
334

321

80

82

230

203

Certified engineers and technicians			

12

13

Employees with professional education			

42

55

Administration, IT staff			
30

32

Apprentices			
20

18

Fluctuation of employees [%]			
9,4

8,2

11,9

10,5

Average absence due to illness per employee [hours]		 60,2

51,2

Average absence due to accident per employee [hours]		

6,9

2,7

Average years with the firm [years]		

7,7

7,4

Female employees		
University degrees (BSc, MSc, PhD)			

Training days per employee (incl. in-firm training of apprentices)
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Profit and loss account
HOLINGER AG

HOLINGER GrOUP

2017
[TCHF]

2016
[TCHF]

2017
[TCHF]

2016
[TCHF]

Operating income

43 990

42 306

50 225

47 493

Net income		

43 735

42 035

49 636

47 192

Own services		

39 372

38 058

44 533

42 549

Personnel costs		

32 486

30 835

36 172

34 099

Operating costs

4 142

3 799

5 078

4 691

Cash Flow		

2 742

2 805

2 992

3 052

Profit for the year

1 311

1 134

1 556

1 588

		
		

The rounded figures are an excerpt from the annual accounts 2017 of HOLINGER AG which was
audited and approved unconditionally by the auditors of BDO, Liestal, in their report of
April 17, 2018.

Balance sheet · Assets

HOLINGER AG

HOLINGER GrOUP

31.12.2017
[TCHF]

31.12.2016
[TCHF]

31.12.2017
[TCHF]

31.12.2016
[TCHF]

Current assets		

17 993

17 096

20 760

18 564

Non-current assets

13 159

11 260

13 183

11 181

Total assets		

31 152

28 356

33 943

29 745

		
		

		
Balance sheet · Liabilities
HOLINGER AG
		
		

HOLINGER GrOUP

31.12.2017
[TCHF]

31.12.2016
[TCHF]

31.12.2017
[TCHF]

31.12.2016
[TCHF]

Short-term liabilities

9 588

9 108

11 369

9 862

Long-term liabilities

11 986

10 341

12 396

10 612

Liabilities

21 574

19 449

23 765

20 474

380

380

380

380

Statutory reserves

4 822

4 822

4 535

4 535

Retained earnings

4 427

3 869

5 263

4 357

Shareholders‘ equity

9 578

8 907

10 178

9 271

31 152

28 356

33 943

29 745

Share capital

Total liabilities
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CENTRAL AND HIGHER EDUCATION
LIBRARY LUCERNE
Lucerne – The Central and University Library
was built in 1951 and is now a listed building.
In the summer of 2015, HOLINGER carried out
a survey of building pollutants and discovered a great deal of components containing
asbestos and PCBs. Since the end of 2017,
the building has been rebuilt and renovated.
On behalf of canton Lucerne's Real Estate
Department, HOLINGER is providing technical expertise for the refurbishment of the
pollutant-containing building.
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LOCATIONS
SWITZERLAND

SUBSIDIARIES

HOLINGER AG
CH-5405 Baden
CH-4054 Basel
CH-3000 Berne 31
CH-7000 Chur
CH-4143 Dornach
CH-1024 Ecublens (Lausanne)
CH-8500 Frauenfeld
CH-5070 Frick
CH-3979 Grône
CH-6331 Hünenberg (Zug)
CH-8700 Küsnacht (Zürich)
CH-6403 Küssnacht (Schwyz)
CH-4410 Liestal
CH-6005 Lucerne
CH-6850 Mendrisio
CH-4601 Olten
CH-3600 Thun
CH-8405 Winterthur
CH-8032 Zurich

aqua-System AG
CH-8405 Winterthur

INTERNATIONAL

CONTACT

HOLINGER International
Consultants GmbH
CH-3000 Berne 31

For all HOLINGER and subsidiary contact information
please visit our homepage: www.holinger.com

EnerSys Schweiz GmbH
CH-4410 Liestal
ENVILAB AG
CH-4800 Zofingen
IBG AG
CH-8005 Zürich
SWISSWATER GmbH
CH-8005 Zurich
TK Consult AG
CH-8005 Zurich

HOLINGER Ingenieure GmbH
D-09116 Chemnitz
D-01309 Dresden
D-79801 Hohentengen a. Hrh.
D-89188 Merklingen
D-54296 Trier
HOLINGER SA Luxembourg
L-5485 Wormeldange-Haute
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WETZEL + PARTNER
Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH
D-47447 Moers
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